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"Tofn'ZZ 'whom ¿t may concern .'

~

Be 1t known that I, ARTHUR CHEVROLET,
a citizen of the Swiss Confederacy, residing
at Jackson, in the county of Jackson and
State of Michigan, have invented certain

10

Patented Apr. 21, 1914.

Serial No. 755,926.

- »ferm the-ring 1 from a formed

tubular body,

irr the usual manner, and the ring is then
severed. A groove 2 is cut in the outer face

of the ring extending circumferentially
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from one of the severed ends `and cutting
new and useful Improvements in Piston- through
one side edge of the ring. The op
Rings, of which the following is a specifica posite end
of the ring is formed with a
tion, reference being had therein to the ac tongue 3 of a width exactly the same as the
companying drawings.
_
width of the groove, the side of the ring ad
This invention relates to improvements 1n
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jacent to the tongue being cut away sothat
the tongue will fit within the groove when
gines, pumps, and similar machines, and the ring is compressed as is shown in Fig.
more particularly to packing rings for pis 4,
bringing the ends into overlapping rela
tons of internal combustion engines, the tion.
The side of the tongue which is adapt
object of the invention being to provide a ed to contact the bottom of the groove, is cut
construction which is such that the ring will away at 4 near the base of the tongue, thus
remain tight at all times, automatically _ad leaving
a rounded projecting portion 5 ad
justing itself to conditions and providmg jacent to the outer end of the tongue adapted
for wear of the part-s in use.
metal packing rings for the pistons of en
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to rest upon the bottom of the groove.
The invention consists in the matters here
'When the ends of the ring have been
inafter set forth, and more particularly formed with the _groove and tonguehas de
„pointed out the'
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>claims,”reference being

’the ringis then compressed to bring
had to the accompanying drawings in scribed,
the tongue into the groove as shown in Fig.
,
4. This distorts the ring and its overlap~
Figure l is a side elevation of a portion of ping ends project slightly beyond the outer
a piston " i which rings embodying the inven
face of the ring. Therefore, inrorder to
tion are applied; Fig. 2 is a side elevation of a make
the ring fit perfectly within the cyl
portion of one of the rings detached; Fig. inder in_which- it is adapted to operate, it
which-_
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3 is a plan view of a portion of one of the

rings showing the lap joint; Fig. 4 is a side
elevation of the same illustrating the posi
tion which the ring will take when the ring
is compressed to overlapl the ends; Fig. 5

is necessary to true up the outer face of

the ring while it isheld with -its ends in
overlapping relation. In Fig, 5 the ring is

85,

shown in full size as having been faced '0H
in this manner to a true circle, the dotted

is a view similar to Fig. 4 showing the ring lines indicating the part which has been cut
90
in place on a portion of the piston and
illustrating the manner in which the ring is
AWhen the groove 2 is formed, its bottom
turned down to fit within the groove of the is cut concentric with the outer face of the
piston. Fig. 6 iS a side elevation of a 4por ring but after theends have been overla ped
tion of a piston showing rin gs applied there and the ring turned down to a true circle on
to of a modified construction. Fig. 7 is a its outer faceftlie cutting away cf the outer 95
transverse section of Fig. 6 on the line :v_-œ, face of the end in which the groove is
and Fig. 8 is an edge view of a pair of rings formed, makes this groove deeper’ at its,
away.

f

'

ydetached and in open position.
45
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inner end than it is at the end of the ring ’
There is always more or less leakage past owing to the fact that the ring when com
packing rings of the usual construction hav
before being turned to its true‘cir
ing overlapping or abutting ends due to the pressed
cle on its outer face, assumes a slightly/.oval
fact that as the rings wear away on their shape and therefore when the ring is turned»
outer face in use, the ends separate and thus to a true circle while being so held, the
permit the íluid under compression to leak
amount of metal is cut away from
through. The object of this invention `.is i ‘greatest
that
portion
.which projects beyond the true
to so construct the overlapping ends of the circle or at the overlapping end.
ring that as the ring wears away in use and
-VVhcin the ring has been formed up as de_
it opens out, the ends will still be held scribed, and placed within
the groove of a
firmly in contact with each other and thus

pist-omits outer face will fit accurately the
prevent leakage. These rings are formed by bore
of the cylinder- and as said .face wears
cutting portions of the desired length to

.-1 er

away‘in use, ,the overlappingendslvvillLmoveV ’ `
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upon each other owing to the tendency of position by means of a pin or wedge 11 fit
the ring to open out, and its outer face will ting within notches in the adjacent sides of
‘thus be held closely against the surface of the two rings and thus preventing the rings
the cylinder, making a tight. joint. As the from turning relatively upon the piston.
Obviously, changes may be made in the

‘5 ring thus opens out the tongue 3 slides along
the groove 2 and as the bottom of the groove
` lis eccentric tothe outer face of the ring, or,

construction and arrangement of parts with
out departing from the spirit of my inven
in otherwords, the groove is deeper at its tion and I do not therefore limit myself to
inner end thanl it is at the extreme end of lthe particular form or construction shown.
lo' the ring, the tongue 3 will be constantly held
What I claim as my invention is :
L ~ » in contact with the bore of the cylinder as

`

the~ projection 5 moves up the inclined ,b_ot

l. A packing ring for pistons comprising
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split ring one end of which is eut away at
4"tom, of the groove. The end of the ring the outer side to form a seating surface ec
"thawing 'the groove is more rigid than the centric to the outer surface of the ring, and
15'Ítongue and it will therefore exert a strong a projecting- end portion on the opposite

constant pressure outwardly upon the _tongue end of the ring having an enlargement to
to hold said tongue in firm contact with the engage said seating surface.
bore of the cylinder. By cutting away the
Q. A packing ring for pistons comprising
tongue at its inner side, it may project into a split ring formed at one end with a seat
20 the groove and its contacting portion 5 may ing surface, and provided at its opposite
' «engage the bottom of the groove at a con~ end with a tongue to overlap said seating
j siderable distance from the end of the ring surface, said tongue being formed with an
without the base of the tongue coming in enlargement near its free end to engage said
i contact with the bottom of the groove, and

25 thus the tongue will always contact the bot
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seating surface.
3. A packing ring for pistons comprising

tom of the groove at one point and give a a split ring formed with an end portion hav 90
tight joint.

‘

ing an outer surface formed eccentric _to the

The rings are preferably placed in pairs outer surface of the ring, and a tongue on

upon the piston a with the rings of each pair
30"oppositely arranged, that is with the tongue
ï'S of each ring arranged at the side thereof
l adjacent to the other ring of the pair. The
lcontinuous side of one of the rings which
`Eis formed by the tongue on one end over
35 lapping the reduced opposite end of the

the opposite end of said ring having an _in
wardly projecting .portion adjacent to the

‘i ring, is therefore held in close contact with
the side of the groove in which it is -placed

formed with an outer surface inclined in~

free end of the tongue to engage said sur

face of said end portion of the ring.
4. A packing ring for pistons comprising
a split ring having an end portion of lesser
thickness than the thickness of the ring‘and
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wardly of the ring from the free end of
to prevent leakage, during the movement said end portion, and a tongue on the op

of the piston in one direction and said side posite end of said ring cut away at the in
40 surface of the other ring will likewise be ner side thereof adjacent to the base of
i held in contact with therside of the groove the tongue and forming an enlargement ad 10b
during the movement of the piston in the jacent to the free end of the tongue to en
opposlte direction.
gage said inclined surface of said end porIn Figs. 6 to 8 -inclusive a modified con

tion.

'

j

45 struction is-shown in which each ring is
5. A packing ring for pistons comprising
made up of a pair of rings, one ring 6 of a pair of split rings arranged side by side 110
each pair being formed with overlapping with their edges in contact and cach pro~
ends and the other ring 7 being formed with vided with a notch in its side adjacent t0
abutting ends. The ring 6 is cut away at the other ring, a _pin in said notches to pre
50 one end as 'at 8 to `form a seat similar to the

vent relative turning of said rings, one ring

groove 2 of the construction shown in Fig. of each pair being formed with an end por»
5, for the tongue 9 which is formed on the tion which is of lesser thickness than the'
opposite end of the ring, said tongue being body of the ring and is formed with an outer
similar to the tongue 3 and 'provided with surface eccentric to the outer surface of the
55 the projecting contact portion 5 to engage ring, and’ a tongue. on the opposite end of
the seat-on the opposite end of the ring and said ring to overlap said reduced end and
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cut away at the base of the’tongue as at ét having an inwardly projecting portion to
so that said tongue will not Contact thc op~ engage the said outer surface of said `reduced
posite end of` the ring. The ring 6 lies in end.

do contact with the side of the ring 7 and in
such relation thereto as to break joints
therewith, that is, the overlapping ends of
the ring G are positioned at a considerable

G.. A packing ring comprising a split ring
having ends so shaped as to present project
` ing portions on the periphery of said ring

requiring trimming before the periphery of

distance from the abutting ends 10 of the said ring is constructed.
~
65 ring . The _rings are held in their relative
7. A packing ring comprising a resilient

130
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split ring having its ends placed together ring, and ineens in connection with the ends i

in a .manner as to compress and distort said

Qi

of said ring for expanding said ring as the
ring whereby the ends of said ring Will pro periphery
thereof is worn.
ject from theperiphery thereof and require
In
testimony
whereof I añix my signature
trimming before the periphery of said ring in presence of two
Witnesses.
is constructed.
ARTHUR
CHEVROLET~
8. A packing ring comprising a resilient

split ring having its ends placed together
in s .manner :is to compress and distort said

Witnesses:

~

ERNEST E. PIERCE,

JOHN B. Foo'm,

-
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